LEARN SUMO

SUMO CERTIFICATIONS

BENEFITS

SUMO PRO USER

VIRTUAL, LIVE COURSES
Join our onboarding sessions to
get started.

PRIVATE SESSIONS
Learn alongside your team using
your own data.

Sumo Pro Users have a broad knowledge around analyzing
logs and metrics. They can get up and running with their
familiarity with services related to simple data searching,
filtering, parsing, and analyze.

INCREASE YOUR SKILLS
Learn how to convert machine data into
continuous Intelligence.

SUMO POWER USER

Sumo Power Users display a deep technical knowledge of
analysis of logs that help identify critical events with ease.
Power Users know how to create dashboards and alerts to
measure and monitor the health of their
environment.

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER
Demonstrate your knowledge and stand out in the
crowd with hiring managers.

IN-PERSON WORKSHOPS
Dive into hands-on labs to cement
your knowledge.
SUMO POWER ADMIN

LEARN LIBRARY
Dive deeper into targeted
online videos.

Sumologic.com/learn

Certified Sumo Power Admins have the highest expertise
in setting up, managing, and optimizing Sumo Logic
features for users in their Org. Power Admins know how to
unlock the full power of Sumo Logic to make everyone’s
queries more effective!

JOIN THE COMMUNITY
Share your expertise and learn from your peers.

SUMO JAMS

CUSTOM SESSIONS

Sumo Jams take training and certification

Tailored private sessions for your team’s

to major cities around the world, giving

training needs, using your data, your queries,

Sumo users the opportunity to meet other

and your dashboards. Schedule your session

users and join our Sumo Community.

at: sumologic.com/learn

CAN’T FIND
YOUR CITY?

IN-PERSON
WORKSHOPS

We are constantly scheduling future Sumo

Roll up your sleeves and tackle hands-on labs

Jams to bring Sumo learning closer to you.

to help you cement your sumo knowledge.

Have a city in mind? Email:

Earn bragging rights by achieving Level 2 and

training@sumologic.com

Level 3 certifications.

Have Questions?
help@sumologic.com or
sumologic.com/learn

